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Recommended Reading



“Vocabulary size is the outward and 
visible sign of an inward acquisition 
of knowledge”
Christine Counsell

ResearchED Nottingham 5th October 2019



Daniel Willingham “The Reading Mind” (2017) Jossey-Bass 



“mental Velcro” EDHirsch via Alex Quigley



The Matthew Effect

'For unto every one that have shall 
be given, and he shall have 
abundance; but him that have not 
shall be taken, even that which he 
have.' Matthew 25:29



“pitched past pitch of grief”



the SEEC model       Quigley, Alex “The Vocabulary Gap” pg 139

Select

Explain

Explore

Consolidate



SELECT

Which words will bring the 
greatest return on 
investment?



Nominalisation

gratefulness

valiency

completement

deceptiveness

relevancy

unloyalty

advancements

cruelness

cowardness

simpleness

wiseness

contemptment

gratitude

valour

completion

deceit

relevance

disloyalty

advances

cruelty

cowardice

simplicity

wisdom

contempt







Homophones

there/ they’re/their

its/it’s

you/you’re

bare/bear



Separation of minimal difference

clusters, not clumps

cohesion, not adhesion

no simultaneous antithesis

https://learningspy.co.uk/featured/how-to-explain-schema/

https://learningspy.co.uk/featured/how-to-explain-schema/


EXPLAIN

prescriptive

(prɪˈskrɪptɪv )

Adjective

1. making or giving directions, rules, or injunctions

2. sanctioned by long-standing usage or custom

3. derived from or based upon legal prescription

Collins online dictionary 
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/prescriptive

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/injunction
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/sanction
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/long-standing
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/usage
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/custom
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/derive
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/legal
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/prescription
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/prescriptive


Nouns
1 pretext excuse made out in advance pre
2 dispute argument
3 innovation new way of doing things novel
4 faction group inside a larger group
5 eloquence ability to speak well eloquent
6 expulsion when s.o. is forced to leave to expel

adjectives
1 blithe carefree blithely
2 manifest clear, evident manifestly
3 articulate able to use words well 
4 reverent showing great respect to revere
5 gruff low and rough (of voice)

verbs
1 to ratify formally vote for/sign a treaty
2 to canvass to campaign for canvassing
3 to bide o.’s time to wait for the right moment
4 to reinstate to put back in re
5 to procure to get
6 to advocate to speak in favour of advocacy, vocal

Chapter Five “Animal Farm” 



EXPLORE

The Frayer Model



Activities based on “Bringing Words to Life”

either…or…..

Would a car teetering on the edge of a cliff be in a precarious or a 
profound situation?

Would a man who took photographs of teabags and wore purple 
trousers be emphatic or eccentric?



Sentence starters

The knight was sent on a quest to….

The royal family enjoyed eating offal so the cook often prepared…

Despite her reprehensible behaviour, the girl….

The doctor antagonised his patient by….

The prisoner begged his captor not to…..



Yes/No 

Would a vegetarian eat lard? Why/ why not?

Would you be pleased or disappointed if the substitute teacher wore 
an affable expression? Why?

Do you think six hours is an adequate amount of sleep for a teenager?



Explain your choice

Which animal is more agile: a monkey or a rhinoceros? Explain your 
answer.

Is a rainbow a natural or an unnatural phenomenon? Explain why/why 
not.



Make it personal

Have you ever done anything that makes you rue the day you did it?

Name three buildings in your area whose use can be described as 
“commercial”.

Name three substances that are prohibited in Loreto.

What kind of activity is your forte?

How would you feel if a boulder landed on your big toe?

Describe a poignant moment from a film you have seen.



“Memory is the residue of thought” Daniel 
Willingham
Name three habits that might hasten your death.

Why is avarice considered an unattractive personality trait?

Why do humans not normally eat carrion?

Why is it illegal in most countries to buy or sell ivory?



Morphology

mono –
single

monologue, monarch, monopoly, 
monochrome, monocle, monosyllabic, 
monotheistic, monophonic, monosaccharide 

sub – under subtract, submerge, submarine, subdue, 
subjugate, subtle, sublime, sub-title

chronos -
time

chronology, anachronism, chronic, chronicle, 
chronological, dendrochronology

malus – bad malicious, malevolent, malice, malodorous, 
malady, malapropism, malignant



CONSOLIDATE

• Replace the word in brackets with a suitable synonym.

1. The concert was ______________ (fantastic).

2. The dog was ________________ (enormous) and not at all friendly.

3. The weather was _________ (terrible) during our recent holiday.

• Can you think of two more examples for each prefix?

mono =1 monopoly, ___________, ____________

sub=under subtract, _____________, ___________

ex =out exhale, ____________, _____________



agile lucid baffled irritable morbid
accustomed reluctantly inhabitants unprecedented obtain

1.  The election of Mary Robinson was _______________, as there had never been a female President of 
Ireland.

2. The man’s __________________ expression told me that he had not understood the point I was trying to 
explain. 

3. I was nervous about visiting the dentist and I did so _________________. 

4. There are 6,585 _______________________ in Fermoy. 

5. I wanted to talk about coffins and headstones but my mother said this topic of conversation was too 
____________ for a birthday party. 

6.  The ______________ cat jumped easily from rooftop to rooftop. 

7. I had to send away the forms in plenty of time in order to ____________ my new passport. 

8. The woman had no patience: on the contrary, she was ___________ and easily annoyed.

9. He awoke from an extremely ________ dream and was able to remember everything that had happened. 

10. I live beside a busy road and have grown _______________ to the noisy rumble of passing traffic. 



A final caveat…..

“The future success of all our students rests predominantly on their ability to 
become proficient and fluent readers…..We know that once students begin 
reading with some fluency that most words are learned from reading and 
not from being taught explicitly”

therefore

“the most reliable method to broaden and deepen the vocabulary of 
children in our schools is to get them reading a significant amount”

Quigley, Alex “Closing the Vocabulary Gap” Routledge, 2018




